
Weapons D6 / Seventh Sisters lightsaber

Name: Seventh Sister's lightsaber

Type: Double-bladed spinning lightsaber

Type: Melee Weapon

Scale: Character

Skill: Lightsaber; Double-bladed spinning lightsaber (Throwing

Weapons for Circlet Throwing Weapon)

Cost: Unavailable for sale

Availability: 4, X

Difficulty: Difficult (+1D to Attack skill rolls)

Damage: 5D (4D Circlet Throwing Weapon)

Description: The Seventh Sister's lightsaber was a double-

bladed spinning lightsaber wielded by the Jedi hunter known

as Seventh Sister, similar to other double-bladed spinning

lightsabers wielded by Imperial Inquisitors.

The weapon featured a ringed emitter which could partially detach from the remaining hilt, allowing both

blades to rotate rapidly without effort from the wielder. For a Jedi hunter like an Inquisitor, this function

likely served as a way to intimidate opponents, as well as deflect any form of direct attack. However, this

was also the weapon's primary weakness, as a lightsaber-wielding opponent could simply separate the

emitter itself and cut the weapon in half, as was demonstrated by Kanan Jarrus during his final duel with

the Grand Inquisitor aboard the Sovereign.

The handgrip could be removed entirely from the ring-shaped emitter, allowing the Force-imbued circlet

of metal to be used as a throwing disc.

It could also be used to fly, spinning in a helicopter-like motion strong enough to lift the wielder off the

ground. 

Additionally, the Seventh Sister's lightsaber was cosmetically distinct among other double-bladed

spinning lightsabers used by her fellow members of the Inquisitorius in that the weapon had two small

blades and ornate engravings on its ringed emitter.

The Seventh Sister was trained in the use of this lightsaber alongside her fellow Inquisitors in The Works

on Coruscant under the tutelage of the Grand Inquisitor.

This lightsaber saw recurring use by the Seventh Sister as she was dispatched by Darth Vader alongside

the Fifth Brother to hunt down the Spectres. This hunt would bring the pair into several duels with rebel

Jedi, engaging in combat against the cell's Jedi members: Kanan Jarrus and Ezra Bridger, as well as the

Phoenix Cell's former Jedi leader, Ahsoka Tano. 
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